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Abstract ; The density maiiix ly|>e of expansion is used to find the single particle density 
which reproduces the given low order moments, llie  connection of the present fonnulation with an 
carber well-known method is shown. Hxplicit expressions for the density are worked out for Uie 
first few given low order moments. Possible future applications in different branches of physics 
arc menuoned.
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1 , Introduction
The problem of constructing the probability density function from the known few low order 
moments is fairly well known. Several methods have been suggested in the past for the 
solution of lliis problem, e,g. , the method based on ihe principle of maximum enuopy [1] and 
the melhod of successive approximations developed by Kryachko and Koga [2J using the pair 
of Hankel transforms.
Recently, it has been shown that many [m)blems of physical interest like classical hard 
sphere equation of state [3] and solution of certain integral equations can also be solved using 
the probability density constructed from the first few low order moments. This has created 
new interest in the problem of finding the probability density from its first few low order 
moments. In the present work we would like to show how an expansion which is used in the 
problem of density matrix [4] can be utilized to find an expression for the single particle 
density if its first few order moments arc known. It will be shown later that the final 
expression obtained in the present formulation is quite simple and its zeroth approximation 
itself gives a distribution which is quite often used in a many-nucleon system. We describe 
the essential formulation in Section 2. In Section 3 we shew the connection with the earlier 
work. We work out specific distributions for low order moments in Section 4. Conclusions 
and possible future applications are discussed in Section S.
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2 Formulation
1 . -^ n «hal] consider a spherically symmetric density p(r) and assume 
"  " ^ r r lZ T Z  l o l c n .  ^  i^ow n. 7 1 .  ^ h o r ^ - y  s y n .n .« *  ,o ^
m = A 7 t j d r  p ( r ) jo ( M . (la)
p { r )  =  \ d k  k ^ f i k ) j o ( k r ) . (lb)
where /() is the spherical Bessel function o f order zero [5]. The even m om ents o f  p(r) are 
given by ;
2n I j ^< r  > = A n  ] d r  r p{r)
Thus p(r) is nonnalizcd such diat
(\)
4;r J
0
d r  p{r)  = < r ^ > = N , (3)
N  being the total number o f particles in the system.
As emphasized by Kryachko and Koga [2], if  one expands j  o (^r)  in (la^ using the 
usual series expansion [5] and writes /  ( k)  in terms o f  the few low  order mom ents o f  p( r) ,  
then the substitution o f this / ( k )  in ( lb )  g ives rise to a divergent integral. To derive an 
expression for p fr )  which avoids this problem, we use the following identity which is used in 
ilie density matrix formulation f4]
{r l a )
h M r ) =  X ( - l ) ' ’(4n + 3)- ■'2/1+ 1' (4)
{ak)
where a is a parameter. As will be shown later when specific exam ples arc g iven , the 
parameter a plays the role o f a cut-off radius for the density. With the introduction o f  the 
parameter a, all the relevant integrals remain finite.
It should be recalled here that W igner’s density matrix formulation [4 ] is also called 
the alternative formulation o f Quantum M cchanics.lt has features which can profitably be used 
in the study o f many-body physics. In the present context, since a truncated form o f  cq. (4 ) 
containing spherical Bessel functions will be employed, this w ill physically mean that One is 
dealing with short range interactions and thus will be most suitable for a m any-nuclcon  
system. This is borne out later when we give the zeroth order approximation.
Now suppose that a number o f low-order moments o f p(r) were known, then w e have 
to use the truncated form o f the identity (4) in f{k) .  By expanding the spherical B essel
function /j„+i (oi) and Legendre polynomial  ^one could easily check that fif.) gives
cxacUy the chosen low-order momenus. Now as in Kryachko and Koga [2], this approximate 
form of/(;t) given by
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(5)
when substituted in ( lb ) , makes it possible to carry out integration over k  and gives the 
following form for the density p(r)
p(r) . f  (-DM
« * 0 {r l a )
r ^  a. (6 a)
p(r) = 0  r > a ,  (6 b)
where the constants >4 a are functions of the set of the lowest M + 2 moments. Expressions 
(6 a), (6 b) arc the desired expressions for the approximate single particle density which  
correctly reproduces the few given low  order moments.
3. Connection with the earlier work
In the literature, it has not been shown tliat one could also derive som e o f the earlier 
approximate distributions using the exact relations (1), Here, w e show the connection with 
one of the earlier methods which has been quite often used in the problem o f moments.
Wc start from the integral representation o f  the spherical Bessel function [5] ;o which 
is given by
-1
using the generating function for die Hcrmiic polynomials
c x p ( - ^  + 2 x ^ ) =  X  ■
n = 0 («!)
(7)
(8)
we can write Jt/ihr) as
1 -  //j /if— //■!
t ) . — I * (9)yo(*'’  = ^ J  dt cxp(-/r^)2 ^-----
-1
Now suppose only the first M  + 1  moments o f p (r) were known, then putting (9) into ( la )  wc 
can write
/(*) = exp {-k^  £  ,
11 = 0
(10)
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where is given in terms
of the first few lowest m om ents o f  p W  ^
^  r ( - P i i L
j=-0
r(-M) n - f . (11)
.,„W ..™ g»pr.«n(.0)incxpression(.b),-«fi"dto.«»d««i.,^
rfihcnrsllbw order mDiiicnls IS given by ,  ,  ^ f  3 e M
where M  IS tfie confluent hypcrgcomciric functio/i |5).
Since the connuent hypergeometr.c function has its first parameter a negative integer 
i, ,s a polynom ial in r ^ Thus expresion (12) reproduces the w ell-know n apFOX.ma^ion of 
fitting a density with a Gaussian multiplied by a polynomial [6 ].
4. Explicit form of the density
W e shall now g ive explicit form ol p (r) in terms o f the m om ents using the formulation 
described in section 2. W e suirt with the zerotl. order problem in w hich the tw o m om ents 
<r ">, <r arc known. This means p{r)  is o f the form.
P(0  = Aku
j - r < a .
p(r) = () 
)nstanl 
expression Ix'ing
r> a.
(13a)
(I3b)
The two constants A q, a can easily be written down in terms o f  < r  “> , <r S ,  the final
P(r) =
Alt
< r >
r <
5 < >
T  <r%
< r  >
< r«>
(14a)
p(r) = 0, r >
2< r  >
< r<'>
(14b)
As was remarked in die introduction this is the earliest form o f the density o f  nucleons 
17]. Tlius the zeroth apt)roximation o f the present formulation gives a single particle density 
which is quite often used in many-nucleon system . This form is also used in the Fermi gas 
model |81.
We next give the density p (r) when the three m om ents <r^  > , < r > and <r > arc 
known. It is convenient to introduce new constants and write p(r) given by (6 a) and (6 b) as
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P(r) =
1
y , r i a .4aa"
= 0, otherwise.
It is easy to see thata. bo, bj arc given by the following expressions 
7 <r^>=
3 < r “ >
27
35
, 75 0 f ,  7 < r 2 > / < r < ’ >
---------p --------
. 105 ,  I ,  5h  = ------- <r" > 1------
' 4  3
<r^!<r‘h> ^
where
<r >
< r® >
<r" >
<r^>
(15a)
05b)
(16a)
(16b)
(16c)
(17)
Unlike the zeroth order density given J>y (14a), (14b), the density given by (15a),
(15b) is not automatically positive. The condition p(r) > 0 for r < a is satisfied if the minus 
sign is used in the solution of the quadratic satisfied by a .^ This gives expression (16a) for the 
dctcmiination of Further, the ratio yhas tlic range ^  27- Because of the form of the
approximate density distribution, it is always possible to find the range of the ration y for 
wbn h ihp distribution remains positive. In this way, the prc.sent formulation is better than 
many other approximate forms e.g.the one mentioned in Section 3 where one neither knows 
whether the distribution will remain positive for all 7 ’ s and if not so then how to find the 
range of 7 for which the distribution remains positive.
Similarly one could work out explicit expressions for p(r) if the set of moments is 
cnkirgcd to four or more.
5. Conclusions
Wc have shown how the density matrix type of expansion can be used to obtain an 
expression for the single particle density which has a given set of low order moments. In the 
zeroth approximation it gives a step function as the density. It should be mentioned here that 
tlic zeroth approximation given by Kryachko and Koga gives a 5-funciion while the one 
obtained using the principle of maximum entropy gives a Gaussian function. At present there 
is no way to say which of the approximate forms of p(r) is the test. In all cases one can 
calculate the higher moments and if one of these is known it could be used to see which of the 
approximate forms is tetter. The present formulation has the nice feature that one can 
explicitly sec the positivity condition on p{r) which some of the other approximations do not 
have, except the one obtained using the principle of maximum entropy which is always
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posilive. However, it should be remembered that the integrals using this form are extremely 
difficult to work our analytically.
Wc have shown how Hankel transform formulation could be used to derive one of the 
well-known earlier approximation for probability density.
As shown m Section 4, even the zeroth approximation of the present formulation gives 
a distribution which is very often used in a many-nucicon problem. It will be interesting to 
,sce how It compares with other approximations when applied, e.g., to the problem of hard 
sphere and hard-disc equations of slate where one could easily work out all the necessary 
integrals analytically rather than numerically.
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